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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is a requirement for performing Cisco IOS ISSU on the
Cisco IOS XE-based ASR 1006 and ASR
1013 routers?
A. must use consolidated package mode
B. must have owner and nonowner SDRs
C. must have redundant RPs
D. must use subpackage mode
Answer: C
Explanation:
Section: (none)
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the most common Integration scenario for Cast Iron?
A. Cloud to Cloud Integration.
B. Cloud to Database.
C. Cloud to On Premise Integration.
D. On Premise to On Premise Integration.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your company uses Microsoft Project.
You are building a schedule by using predecessors to help
determine a logical duration. The following image shows a
baselined list of tasks with predecessors:
You have been told that Task C is optional, and you recommend
inactivating the task to keep it visible on the schedule.
You need to determine what the results are to the schedule when
inactivating Task C.
How should you answer?
A. The finish date is reduced by five working days, cost
remains unchanged, and baseline cost is unchanged.
B. The finish date is reduced by four working days, cost
remains unchanged, and baseline cost is reduced by $400.
C. The finish date is reduced by six working days, cost is
reduced by $400, and baseline cost is reduced by $400.
D. The finish date is reduced by six calendar days, cost is
reduced by $400, and baseline cost is unchanged.
E. The finish date is reduced by four calendar days, cost is
reduced by $400, and baseline cost is reduced by $400.
Answer: D
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